Linear Prediction (PLP) as a frontend module. Line Spectral pairs Frequencies (LSF) are popular alternative representation of Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC). In this paper, an investigation is carried out to extract LSF from perceptually modified speech. A new feature set extracted from the residual signal is also proposed. SI system based on this residual feature containing complementary information to spectral characteristics, when fused with the conventional spectral feature based system as well as the proposed perceptually modified LSF, shows improved performance.
Introduction
Speaker Identification (SI) (Campbell, 1997; Reynolds, 2002; Ramachandran et al., 2002; Kinnunen and Li, 2010) is the task of determining the identity of a subject by its voice. A robust acoustic feature extraction technique (Faundez-Zanuy and Monte-Moreno, 2005) followed by an efficient modelling scheme (Matsui and Tanabe, 2006) are the key requirements of an SI system. Feature extraction transforms (Kinnunen, 2004 ) the crude speech signal into a compact but effective representation that is more stable and discriminative than the original signal. The central idea behind the feature extraction techniques for speaker recognition system is to get an approximation of short term spectral characteristics of speech for characterising the vocal tract. Most of the existing SI systems use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) or perceptual Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficient (PLPCC) for parameterising speech (Kinnunen and Li, 2010) . MFCC is based on filterbank analysis. The speech signal is passed through some triangular shaped bandpass filters which are equally spaced in mel scale. Finally, the de-correlated log energies of the filters are treated as MFCC. On the other hand PLPCC is derivative of Linear Prediction Coefficient (LPC) of perceptually modified speech signal (Hermansky, 1990) . Perceptual modification of speech signal shows significant improvement in speech recognition. Better performance was attained in lower model order of linear prediction analysis. Though PLPCC is mainly used for speech recognition it was successfully applied in speaker recognition (Reynolds, 1994) . Various derivatives of LPC like: Log Area Ratio (LAR), Line Spectral pairs Frequencies (LSF), inverse sine coefficients (ARCSIN) are also used as frontend for speaker recognition task (Campbell, 1997) . Effective representation of speaker specific information is still a challenging task in developing an SI system. In filterbank based approaches some experiments are carried out in Chakroborty (2008) . Recently, an approach has been taken to use the perceptual version of Log Area Ratio (LAR) coefficient as speech parametrisation for robust SI task (Abdulla, 2007) . The Perceptual Log Area Ratio (PLAR) feature outperforms the conventional MFCC, PLP based speaker recognition systems. Experimentally it has been found that various psychoacoustic processing has significant effect on the performance of SI systems. LSFs are popular to represent linear prediction coefficients in LPC based coders for filter stability and representational efficiency (Itakura, 1975) . It also has other robust properties like ordering related to the spectral properties of the underlying data. LSF parameters are uncorrelated unlike other representations of LPC (Erkelens and Broersen, 1995) . The vocal tract resonance frequencies fall between the a pair of LSF frequencies (Bäckström and Magi, 2006; McLoughlin, 2008) . The bandwidth of a formant is also directly related to the adjacent LSFs. These properties make LSFs popular for analysis, classification, and transmission of speech signal. Detailed study of LSF feature as parametrisation for speech recognition task is available in Paliwal (1992) . LSF parameters are integrated in speech compression schemes like G.729 which are very popular especially in VoIP communication. LSFs are also successfully introduced in speaker recognition task (Liu et al., 1990; Lee et al., 2004) . All these features try to represent vocal tract through short term spectral estimation. Vocal cord information which can be obtained from the residual of LP analysis also carries speaker related traits. Pitch information, and other glottal information can be extracted from this residual signal. In Murty and Yegnanarayana (2006) , Zheng et al. (2007) and Prasanna et al. (2006) attempts are made in parameterising residual information and combining those complementary information to improve the speaker recognition performance.
Our contribution in this work is two fold. The first one is to study the effectiveness of LSF after pairing psychoacoustic operations with the original speech signal. The LSF coefficients extracted is termed as Perceptual LSF (PLSF). The second introduces a novel complementary feature based on residual signal by applying higher order statistical moments, which we term as HOSMR. While the PLSF is spectral based and captures vocal tract information, the HOSMR is residual based and captures vocal cord information. From both feature sets separate models were developed and finally, the log-likelihood scores of both the systems are linearly fused to get advantages of the complementarity in improving the overall performance.
SI experiments are performed using the two newly proposed features using GMM (Reynolds and Rose, 1995; Reynolds, 1992) as a classifier. Both newly proposed features were evaluated to observe their individual speaker discriminating ability. Finally, experiments were conducted in dual stream mode by fusing the contribution from both the systems. A comparison is also shown with the experiments on other existing feature based SI systems. Two popular speaker recognition corpus, YOHO and POLYCOST are used for conducting the experiments. The performance of SI system using PLSF feature outperforms conventional feature extraction techniques among the spectral feature based system. This also outperforms in fused mode when the contribution from residual information is included.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The theoretical concepts behind linear prediction analysis, line spectral pairs frequencies and perceptual analysis are presented in Section 2. The proposed schemes are elaborated in Section 3. The experimental setup and results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Theoretical background

Linear prediction analysis and residual signal
In the LP model, (n − 1)th to (n − p)th samples of the speech wave are used to predict the nth sample. The predicted value of the nth speech sample (Atal, 1974 ) is given bŷ
where
are the predictor coefficients and s(n) is the nth speech sample. The value of p is chosen such that it could effectively capture the real and complex poles of the vocal tract in a frequency range equal to half the sampling frequency. The Prediction Coefficients (PC) are determined by minimising the mean square prediction error (Campbell, 1997) and the error is defined as
The LP transfer function can be defined as,
where G is the gain scaling factor for the present input and A(z) is the pth order inverse filter. These LP coefficients itself can be used for speaker recognition as it contains some speaker specific information like vocal tract resonance frequencies, their bandwidths etc. The prediction error i.e., e(n) is called residual signal and it contains the complementary information that are not contained in the PC. Its worth mentioning here that residual signal conveys vocal source cues containing fundamental frequency, pitch period etc. However, it is difficult to extract meaningful features directly from residual signal although there have been some attempts (Zheng et al., 2007; Murty and Yegnanarayana, 2006; Markov and Nakagawa, 1999) to find the features out of it.
Line Spectral pairs Frequencies (LSF)
The LSFs are representation of the predictor coefficients of the inverse filter A(z). At first A(z) is decomposed into a pair of two auxiliary (p + 1) order polynomials as follows:
The LSFs are the frequencies of the zeros of P (z) and Q(z). It is determined by computing the complex roots of the polynomials and consequently the angles. It can be done in different ways like complex root method, real root method and ratio filter method (Kondoz, 2004) . The root of P (z) and Q(z) occur in symmetrical pairs, hence the name Line Spectrum pairs Frequency. P (z) corresponds to the vocal tract with the glottis closed and Q(z) with the glottis open (Bäckström and Magi, 2006) . However, speech production in general corresponds to neither of these extreme cases but something in between where glottis is not fully open or fully closed. For analysis purpose, thus, a linear combination of these two extreme cases are considered.
On the other hand, the inverse filter A(z) is a minimum phase filter as all of its poles lie inside the unit circle in the z-plane. Any minimum phase polynomial can be mapped by this transform to represent each of its roots by a pair of frequencies with unit amplitude. Another benefit of LSF frequency is that Power Spectral Density (PSD) at a particular frequency tends to depend only on the close by LSF and vice-versa. In other words, an LSF of a certain frequency value affects mainly the PSD at the same frequency value. It is known as localisation property (Chu, 2003) , where the modification to PSD have a local effect on the LSF. This is its advantage over other representation like LPCC, Reflection Coefficient (RC), LAR where changes in particular parameter affect the whole spectrum. The LSF parameters are themselves frequency values directly linked to the signal's frequency description. The power spectrum can also be directly computed from the LSF values (McLoughlin, 2008) .
In Soong and Juang (1984) , it is stated that LSF coefficients are sufficiently sensitive to the speaker characteristics. Though popularity of LSF remains in low bit rate speech coding (Lepschy et al., 1988; Chu, 2003; Bishnu et al., 2003) , it is also successfully employed in speaker recognition (Campbell, 1997; Liu et al., 1990; Lee et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 1999) . LSFs coefficients are furthermore appropriate for pattern classification, contrary to the other representation of LPCs (Tourneret, 1998) .
Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) analysis
The PLP technique converts speech signal in meaningful perceptual way through some psychoacoustic process (Hermansky, 1990) . It improves the performance of speech recognition over conventional LP analysis technique. The various stages of this method are based on our perceptual auditory characteristics. The significant blocks of PLP analysis are as follows:
Critical Band Integration (CBI)
In this step the power spectrum is warped along its frequency axis into Bark frequency. In brief, the speech signal passed through some trapezoidal filters equally spaced in Bark scale.
Equal Loudness Pre-emphasis (ELP)
Different frequency components of speech spectrum are weighted by a simulated equal-loudness curve.
Intensity-loudness Power Law (IPL)
Cube-root compression of the modified speech spectrum is carried out according to the power law of hearing (Stevens, 1957) .
In addition, RASTA processing (Hermansky and Morgan, 1994) is done with PLP analysis as an initial spectral operation to enhance the speech signal against diverse communication channel and environmental variability. The integrated method is often referred to as RASTA-PLP.
Proposed framework
Perceptual Line Spectral pairs Frequency
One of the contribution of the present work is in combining strength of PLP with LSF for automatic SI. Towards this, an alteration of standard PLP scheme is addressed and a strategy is formulated to use the modified PLP coefficient for generation of LSFs. A drawback of PLP analysis technique is that the nonlinear frequency warping stage or Critical Band Integration (CBI) stage introduces undesired spectral smoothing. This work analyses the scatter plot of training data including and excluding the CBI step. A pair of male and a pair of female speaker have been arbitrarily chosen from the POLYCOST database. The extracted training features are plotted in Figure 1 by reducing the 19-D vector to 2-D space using the method of principle component analysis. It shows that the speaker's data are more separable if critical band integration step is ignored.
Contrasted with the work (Abdulla, 2007) , we include pre-emphasis in this part of the scheme and LSF. Perceptual weighting of different frequency component enhances the speech signal in accordance with the listening style of human beings. Pre-emphasis stage, is however to emphasise the high frequency component of speech to overcome the roll-of factor of −6 dB/octave due to human speaking characteristics. Hermansky (1990) has also included this step in his work. We have also experimentally found out that this improves the recognition performance. The overall schematic diagram of the proposed Perceptual Line Spectral Pairs feature extraction technique which is based on modified perceptual linear prediction analysis, is shown in Figure 2 .
The proposed perceptual operation represents the lower frequency region more precisely than the higher frequency zone. In Figure 3 comparative plots of speech spectrum, LP-spectrum, LSF of a speech frame and its perceptual version are shown.
The spectral peaks which are sharply approximated by conventional LP are smoothed by modified PLP. Note that the spectral tilt carries speaker related information (Yoma and Pegoraro, 2002) . The perceptual modification of spectral information carry speaker dependant information which was removed by conventional PLP [Section II-D in Hermansky (1990) ]. LSFs reveal vocal tract spectral information including mouth shape, tongue position and contribution of the nasal cavity. Its perceptually motivated version represents those characteristics more effectively and hence is expected to improve speaker recognition performance. This is verified by rigorous experimentation as presented in Section 3.2.
Statistical moments of residual signal
Residual signal which was introduced in Section 2.1 generally has an impulse (for voiced) or noise (for unvoice) like behaviour and has a flat spectral response. Though it contains vocal source information, it is very difficult to perfectly characterise it. In literature Wavelet Octave Coefficients Of Residues (WOCOR) and PLSF (Vertical Lines). The odd LSFs are denoted using continuous lines and the even LSFs are denoted using dotted lines. Speech signal has been taken arbitrarily from a male speaker of YOHO database (Zheng et al., 2007) , Auto-Associative Neural Network (AANN) (Prasanna et al., 2006) , residual phase (Murty and Yegnanarayana, 2006) etc., has been used to extract the residual information. It is worth mentioning here that the higherorder statistics were found significant in a number of signal processing applications (Nandi, 1994) when the nature of the signal is non-gaussian. Higher order statistics also got attention of the researchers for retrieving information from the LP residual signals (Nemer et al., 2001) in voice activity detection. Recently, higher order cumulant of LP residual signal has been investigated (Chetouani et al., 2009 ) for improving the performance of SI system. Higher order statistical moments of a signal parameterises the shape of a function (Lo and Don, 1989) . Let the distribution of random signal x be denoted by P (x), the central moment of order k of x be denoted by
for k = 1, 2, 3 . . . , where µ is the mean of x.
On the other hand, the characteristics function of the probability distribution of the random variable is given by,
From equation (6) it is clear that moments (M k ) are coefficients for the expansion of the characteristics function. Hence, they can be treated as one set of expressive constants of a distribution. Moments and their different modifications are successfully used in image analysis (Liao and Pawlak, 1996; Teh and Chin, 1988) . Moments can also effectively capture the randomness of residual signal in auto regressive modelling (Mattson and Pandit, 2006) . In this work, we use higher order statistical moments of residual signal to parameterise the vocal source information. One more motivation to use the moments on residual signal is that the speech production system is a non-Gaussian process for which higher order statistics can exist and meaningful vocal source features could be extracted. The feature derived by the proposed technique is termed as Higher Order Statistical Moment of Residual (HOSMR). The different blocks of the proposed feature extraction technique from residual are shown in Figure 4 . Note that these features are complementary to PLSF features proposed in Section 3 as it is derived from the residual signal. 
where, µ is the mean of residual signal over a frame.
The residual signal is scaled first in frame level and each frame is normalised around their mean. Therefore, first order central moment (i.e. the mean) is zero. The higher order moments (for k = 2 . . . K) are taken as vocal source features as they represent the shape of the distribution of random signal. The lower order moments are coarse parametrisation whereas the higher orders are finer representation of residual signal. In Figure 5 , LP residual signals of a voice and unvoice frame are shown as well as their higher order moments. Our experiment shows that a consideration of six moments give good result and still higher moments are not necessary. 
Pre-processing stage
In this work, pre-processing stage is kept same for the proposed methods as well as the ones with which compared. It is performed using the following steps:
• silence removal and end-point detection are done using energy threshold criterion
• the speech signal is then pre-emphasised with 0.97 pre-emphasis factor
• the pre-emphasised speech signal is segmented into frames of each 20 ms with 50% overlapping, i.e., total number of samples in each frame is N = 160 (sampling frequency F s = 8 kHz)
• in the last step of pre-processing, each frame is windowed using hamming window.
Classification and identification stage
The idea of GMM is to use weighted summation of multivariate Gaussian functions to represent the probability density of feature vectors and it is given by 
with mean vector µ i and covariance matrix Σ i . A speaker model is denoted as
The parameter of λ are optimised using expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) . In these experiments, the GMMs are trained with 10 iterations where clusters are initialised by vector quantisation (Linde et al., 1980) algorithm. In closed set SI task, an unknown utterance X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t } is identified as an utterance of a particular speaker whose model gives maximum log-likelihood.
It can be written aŝ
whereŜ is the identified speaker from speaker's model set Λ = {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ S } and S is the total number of speakers.
Databases for experiments
YOHO database: The YOHO voice identification corpus (Campbell, 1997; Higgins et al., 1989 ) was collected while testing ITT's prototype speaker verification system in an office environment. Most subjects were from the New York City area, although there were many exceptions, including some non-native English speakers. A high-quality telephone handset (Shure XTH-383) was used to collect the speech; however, the speech was not passed through a telephone channel. There are 138 speakers (106 males and 32 females); for each speaker, there are 4 enrollment sessions of 24 utterances each and 10 test sessions of 4 utterances each. In this work, a closed set text-independent SI problem is attempted where we consider all 138 speakers as client speakers. For a speaker, all the 96 (4 sessions × 24 utterances) utterances are used for developing the speaker model while for testing, 40 (10 sessions × 4 utterances) utterances are put under test. Therefore, for 138 speakers we put 138 × 40 = 5520 utterances under test and evaluated the identification accuracies.
POLYCOST database: The POLYCOST database (Melin and Lindberg, 1996) was recorded as a common initiative within the COST 250 action during January-March 1996. It contains around 10 sessions recorded by 134 subjects from 14 countries. Each session consists of 14 items, two of which (MOT01 & MOT02 files) contain speech in the subject's mother tongue. The database was collected through the European telephone network. The recording has been performed with ISDN cards on two XTL SUN platforms with an 8 kHz sampling rate. In this work, a closed set text independent SI problem is addressed where only the mother tongue (MOT) files are used. Specified guideline Melin and Lindberg (1996) for conducting closed set SI experiments is adhered to, i.e. 'MOT02' files from first four sessions are used to build a speaker model while 'MOT01' files from session five onwards are taken for testing. As with YOHO database, all speakers (131 after deletion of three speakers) in the database were registered as clients.
Score calculation
In closed-set SI problem, identification accuracy as defined in Reynolds and Rose (1995) and given by the equation (11) 
Speaker Identification experiments and results
The work uses GMM based classifier of different model orders which are power of two i.e., 2, 4, 8, 16, etc. The number of Gaussian is limited by the amount of available training data (Average training speech length per speaker from all sessions after silence removal: 40 s and 150 s for POLYCOST and YOHO respectively). The number of mixtures are incremented to 16 for POLYCOST and 64 for YOHO database.
We have conducted a series of experiments using the two databases. First, we have observed the consequence of different perceptual operations on the performance of LSF based SI system. The individual effects of CBI, ELP, and ILP as well as their combined effort were evaluated. The inclusion of ELP and ILP steps independently improves the identification performance over the baseline system.
On the other hand including the CBI step the SI performance degrades. Hence, the inclusion of ELP and ILP and exclusion of CBI step is followed in proposed perceptual LSF (LSF) based SI system. This combination is also used for PLAR for the same reason.
Next we conduct experiments using the different baseline features to compare the PIA of the proposed technique. For LP based methods, comparisons are shown with LSF; for filterbank based method MFCC. Two perceptual motivated features are also evaluated which are PLPCC and PLAR. The feature dimension is set at 19 for all kinds of features. In LP based systems 19 filters are used for all-pole modelling of speech signals. On the other hand 20 filters are used for filterbank based system and 19 coefficients are taken for extracting MFCC after discarding the first co-efficient which represents dc component. The detail description are available in Chakroborty (2007 Chakroborty ( , 2008 . The formulation method of other features are available in Campbell (1997) and Rabiner and Juang (2003) . The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for POLYCOST and YOHO database respectively. The last columns of each table corresponds to results on proposed PLSF based SI system while the rest are based on other baseline features. From the results it is clear that the proposed feature outperforms the other existing techniques. The proposed perceptual feature gives 6.26% relative improvement over traditional PLPCC based system and 6.08% over recently proposed PLAR feature based system in POLYCOST database. The improvement in YOHO are correspondingly 2.77% and 0.224% . The POLYCOST database consists of speech signals collected over telephone channel. The improvement for this database is significant over YOHO which is micro-phonic. Speaker Identification (SI) performance of residual moment based feature is also evaluated for both the databases. The order of LP to extract the residual signal is kept between 10-18 as these orders are often used in speech processing applications. This range is also sufficient to capture effective speaker specific information (Prasanna et al., 2006) . We have performed SI experiment for different order of moments. Empirically, we have observed that 4-6 higher order moments are sufficient to capture the vocal cord information. In Tables 3 and 4 , the results of SI experiment is shown using HOSMR. The identification performance is very low because the vocal cord parameters are the only cues for identifying speakers. It is importance lies in complementarity to vocal tract information. 
Fusion of vocal tract and vocal cord information
Here, vocal tract and vocal cord parameters are successfully integrated for identifying speakers. The way PLSF and HOSMR represent speech signal are complementary to one another. Hence, it is expected that combining the advantages of both the feature will improve (Kittler et al., 1998 ) the overall performance of SI system. The block diagram of the combined system is shown in Figure 6 . Spectral features and residual features are extracted from the training data in two separate streams. Consequently, speaker modelling is performed for the respective features independently and model parameters are stored in the model database. At the time of testing same process is adopted for feature extraction. Log-likelihood of two different features are computed w.r.t. their corresponding models. Finally, the output score is weighted and combined. To get the advantages of both the system and their complementarity the score level linear fusion can be formulated as in equation (12):
where LLR spectral and LLR residual are log-likelihood ratio calculated from the spectral and residual based systems, respectively. The fusion weight is determined by the parameter η. In this experiment, we take equal evidence from the two systems and set the value of η to 0.5.
In Tables 5 and 6 , SI performance of the fused system is shown. The performance of the combined system is better than the single feature based system. The order used for LP is 17 and the number of features for HOSMR is 6. We find that HOSMR feature always improves the result due to its complementarity and PLSF-HOSMR combination is better than other combinations. Note that the improvement is higher in lower model order of GMM due to the base effect which is usually experienced in this type of performance evaluation. For example, in case of two model order based system using PLSF feature the PIA of dual stream based system is improved by 6.46% (POLYCOST) and 5.61% (YOHO) compared to single stream based approach; on the other hand the improvements for model order 64 are given by 1.6% and 0.52% respectively. In a separate experiment we have seen that if single stream model dimension of spectral feature is increased to 25 same as combined dimension of features in two stream model the performance of the later is always better due to complementarity of residual. The performance of the 25-dimensional pooled system is also better than the single streamed 25 dimensional spectral feature based system. We have varied the value of the weight (η) empirically. It is observed that unequal weighting improves the identification result. In Figure 7 the identification accuracy of fused system vs. fusion weight is shown. PLSF feature gives improved accuracy for various fusion weight compared to other spectral feature based combined system. With the help of exhaustive search at η = 0.427 we get PIA of 84.7480% for POLYCOST database and at η = 0.448 we get PIA of 97.8623% for YOHO database. The residual information extracted through HOSM contains more speaker specific information than that is captured by pitch alone. In a different experiment we have used standard pitch detection algorithm to find the pitch of the speech frames. The SI performances are observed for combined system i.e. for pitch and spectral features. Table 7 shows the comparative results for pitch based and HOSMR based fused system. The performance of HOSMR based system is better if both voiced and unvoiced frames are taken instead of only voiced. The databases used for our experiment have same training and testing condition with significant session variability. To check the performance of the system when the test data is corrupted with noise we have conducted a separate experiment.
Additive white Gaussian noise is added to test signal for different SNR level for POLYCOST full database and no speech enhancement is done. It is observed that the performance of the fused system is still significantly better than single feature based system even in low SNR. The result is shown in Table 8 . It is worth mentioning that the proposed HOSMR based fused system with MFCC improve performance over single streamed vocal tract based features in higher noise while fused system with PLSF outperforms in higher SNR. 
Conclusion
A novel scheme to improve the performance of the speaker recognition system is presented. Speaker information captured by the vocal tract and vocal cord parameters are fused together to achieve the best performance. A novel spectral feature, Perceptual Line Spectral pairs Frequency (PLSF) is proposed in this paper which effectively exploits the advantages of LSF and perceptual analysis of speech signal to capture the vocal tract parameter. The PLSF outperforms other spectral based features in terms of identification accuracy. Unlike others, it does not show a dip if dimension increases, rather it shows incremental improvement. In addition, a novel complementary feature is also proposed based on Higher Order Statistical Moments of Residual (HOSMR) signal that gives the vocal cord characteristics. Experiments with two standard databases show the superiority of proposed PLSF features and fusion of HOSMR over others.
